
From the head, to the heart … 

To the hands! 
 

There are so many things we take for granted in our 

lives. There are miracles all around us that we often just 

expect will be there to make our lives easier and more 

convenient. Speaking for myself, I rarely stop to think 

about where they came from and who came up with 

the idea in the first place. Consider your smart phone 

… it makes life easier, more efficient and really is an 

amazing piece of technology … would you agree? Just 

for a second, consider the person who came up with 

the idea and the process required to get it into your 

hands and make a difference in your life. 

 

A man walked on the moon … incredible. The motor car … how did it happen? Air travel …just, 

wow! The Great Wall of China … literally, one of the wonders of the world. Medical discoveries, 

technological advancements, architectural wonders, amazing human accomplishments and 

don’t forget you and your achievements to this point. How does it happen? What is it that 

moves people to achieve what they do? It’s a question I think about all the time and one that I 

often write about. Maybe I write about it too often … my motivation is to keep communicating 

the message in different ways until I can find one that most resonates with you. I want you to 

live the life of your dreams and I want you to know that you can. 

 

The more I research, the more I read, the more I listen and learn form success, the more I 

understand its simplicity. It’s simple … not easy. If it were easy we would all be healthy, wealthy 

and happy. It is however, an incredibly simple three step process to success. Each step in the 

process must progressively lead to the next step and each is critical for you to predictably 

achieve anything you want. 

 

Step One – From the Head.  

Every discovery, invention and achievement starts in your head. It’s an idea that comes in and if 

it’s important enough it will percolate for a while as you consider its viability. It’s the time when 

you think about it logically, practically and identify the benefits that will be derived if it were 

reality. It maybe an idea to; get back into shape, write a book, find a partner, run a marathon, 

start a business, change the world or just be happier. The sad reality is that for many people it 

never gets beyond an idea because we don’t deliberately move it to step two. 

 

Step Two – To the Heart.  

The truth is that logic is not what gets us motivated or moving. We can logically see the benefits 

of better health, of having more money and of many other achievements yet until there is a 

strong emotional connection to the result we want, we will stay exactly where we are. Until the 

 



powerful emotion of being leaner and healthier - and what it can do for your life - gets in your 

heart you will stay as you are. Until you can feel the incredible joy, pride and achievement of 

holding your published book in your hands - and are excited about and committed to the life it 

will help you achieve - it will stay as an idea. Have you ever thought about the word ‘emotion’? 

It’s the non-negotiable prerequisite to motion. Imagine the letter ‘e’ in the word stands for … 

essential for motion. Without this heart felt and emotional desire to turn your idea into reality, it 

won’t move you to the third and most neglected step. 

 

Step Three – To the Hands.  

The initial idea is crucial, the emotional desire is critical and so the only step left is action. 

Without action, an idea will stay an idea and the positive emotional connection will turn into 

another powerful emotion … regret. Trust me … you do not want to live with regret. I talk 

about this all the time – in fact … ad nauseam. Why? Because I want you to have the life you 

dream of and the only way it will happen is through simple, structured and consistent daily 

action. The hardest part of action is always the first step, but I promise - if you take it - the next 

steps won’t seem so hard. 

 

Unexpected daily actions will explode your results beyond imagination! 
Many people do every day only what is expected. They go to their job and do the minimum to 

get by … often wondering why they never get a promotion. They eat for the sake of eating and 

consider the walk from the car park their exercise regime …often feeling that luck had a part to 

play in their declining health. They do the bare minimum to connect with family and friends … 

often wondering why they are alone. They write their book only when they feel motivated or in 

the right mood … often wondering why people all around them are getting published but they 

aren’t.  

I want to encourage you to take unexpected action every 

day. If you add little bit more to your daily priority list, in 

the short it may not seem to make much difference, in the 

long term however you will not believe the results you 

will achieve. Do more than expected at work and watch 

the rewards you’ll get. Write a little bit every day, more 

than many people would expect, and you will have 

written 10-15 books over the next 5 years.  

 

Could you do more for your partner than they would expect you to do? Could you send a 

message of love each day, help around the house each day and/or give them undivided attention 

each day? You can do it and it will help you to create the relationship of your dreams. Could you 

make a few extra sales calls in your business each day … more than anyone would expect of 

you? You can do it … the return you will see as a result is almost incomprehensible. Just an extra 

3 calls per day equates to over 1000 calls per year … what would that return in 

terms of sales, profit, branding, credibility and momentum? It will be off the chart! 

 

The difference between ordinary and extra-ordinary is just a little bit extra. You 

have the idea, don’t you? With some focus and reflection you can move it from 

your head to your heart. Be careful not to over-analyse it or think too deeply. 

Instead, simply and immediately move it from your head, to your heart and to 

your hands - take simple and unexpected steps daily then watch your life explode. 
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